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Dear Families,

Thanks for another great week. Today I sent a short survey to all families to complete regarding how the

remote learning is going. We realise that some of the great efforts people made at the start are now

becoming harder to maintain. Again we stress that the priority around your child's learning is Literacy

and Numeracy with some R.E as well. Teachers are talking to families about making adjustments to

their learning and making sure we are looking after the well being of all.

As things change regarding the return to school we will let you know as soon as we do.

Wishing all the mum's and grandmother's a very happy and well earned spoiling on Sunday.

MOTHER COUNTRY Has Tested Us With Fire. 

MOTHER NATURE Has Reminded Us of Her Power for Destruction and Replenish. 

MOTHER EARTH Has Put Us on Notice that She is Not Indestructible. 

MOTHER CREATOR Mum, Continues to Protect Us and Guide Us.

Good and Gentle God,

We pray in gratitude for our mothers and for all the women of theory who have joined with you in the

wonder of bringing forth new life. 

You who became human through a woman, grant to all mothers the courage they need to face the

uncertain future that life with children always brings.

Give them the strength to live and to be loved in return, not perfectly, but humanly.

Give them the faithful support of partner, family and friends as they care for the physical and spiritual

growth of their children.

Give them joy and delight in their children to sustain them through the trials of motherhood. 

Most of all, give them the wisdom to turn to you for help when they need it most.

- Author Unknown

Prep 2021



We would like all families who have children starting school in 2021 to email

enrolments@sjchelsea.catholic.edu.au and let us know your child is starting. If you have already let us know -

thank you. We have emailed an enrolment form to you and require it to be scanned/posted back to us with a

copy of the birth, baptism and immunisation certificates. We do not require a deposit for current families. We

aim to put the information into our system asap.

A little mindfulness for this week....
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Expect more from kids in these difficult times
by Michael Grose

Studies show that parent expectations are a powerful predictor of student success and wellbeing. As children

are required to spend more time at home over the coming months, your expectations about your children’s

behaviour and performance are more critical than ever.

While there may be a temptation to shield children and young people from hardship during the current COVID-

19 pandemic, this is unrealistic and out of step with current societal norms. Every segment of the community

including children and young people is expected to both give something up and contribute more during the

pandemic.

The greatest contribution kids can make is to help their family function as effectively as possible, look out for

the wellbeing of family members and peers (using appropriate social distancing measures) and to quickly adapt

to the new learning requirements from school.

As a parent you should expect your child or young person to:

Help at home

More time spent at home means more mess, more untidiness and more food to prepare. It’s reasonable to

expect kids to clean up after themselves, sweep floors, wipe benches, wash dishes or empty dishwashers and

also contribute in age appropriate ways to meal preparation. Consider using a weekly jobs roster for the larger

tasks and avoid linking pocket money to jobs. Linking help around the house to pocket money teaches children

to think “what’s in it for me?” rather than “how can I help my family out?”

Behave well

The default question for kids when living in close quarters with others should be, “How does my behaviour

impact on others?” If their behaviour impacts adversely on the rights and wellbeing of others, then it’s not an

appropriate behaviour. A child who continually makes a noise while in close proximity to a sibling who is

studying is showing little consideration. As much as possible skill kids up to resolve relationship problems with

their siblings so that you’re not continually policing their behaviour.

Look out for others

Encourage children to look after the wellbeing of fellow family members. Using age appropriate language, help

children understand the signs of deteriorating mental health including sullenness, moodiness, spending more

time alone, shortness of temper and drooping out of family activities. Encourage children to act with empathy

and kindness when family members are struggling and discuss ways that they can help including giving them



space, listening and having fun at appropriate times. By helping children to look out for the needs of others, you

are also helping them to build skills in expressing the full range of their own emotions.

Stick to schedules

The use of structures and routines are an essential element of family functioning, particularly during times of

change. It’s advisable to make your family schedules mirror the schedules established by your child’s school.

Expect children and young people to stick to the established schedules without taking short cuts,  arriving late

or finishing early for online lessons. Differentiate the week by relaxing the schedule on weekends, which gives

kids something to look forward to.

Show up for lessons

Expect kids to show up for school lessons with the right attitude, equipment and clothes. Wearing clothes

specifically for school work helps to trigger their readiness for learning, and differentiates school time from

leisure time.

Display discipline

Time spent at home requires children to self-regulate and be disciplined. I suspect that those children who do

best in this time of self-isolation will be students who discipline themselves to exercise regularly, limit their use

of digital devices, develop a sleep preparation routine, stick to school work routines and practise mindfulness

regularly.

Expectations can be tricky to get right. Too high and children can give up. Too low and children will meet them.

In these challenging times when more is asked of all of us, err on the side of the side of keeping your

expectations high for your kids. They’ll more than likely rise to the new challenges that social distancing

measures require of them, building their confidence, character and resilience.
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A letter from Principal John Visentin....
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